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Qualitative improvement of person of refuge life after earthquake is an urgent problem. This paper studied for a refuge 
and examined an impression about the refuge life that utilized corrugated cardboard. We inspected it by three types of 
room size and three types of corrugated cardboard height and a roof nothing type and a roof type.  We examined an 
experiment result with SD method and principal component analysis. The result showed that the corrugated cardboard 
height was high and the top light type was comfortable.
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   % ኢࠆ  
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a) ╙ 1 ਥᚑಽ߅ࠃ߮╙ 2 ਥᚑಽߩ࿕᦭ࡌࠢ࠻࡞߆ࠄޔ╙㧝ਥᚑಽߪޟⓨ㑆ᔟㆡᐲޠ߹ߚ╙ 2 ਥᚑಽߪ
ޟⓨ㑆ߩᐢ߇ࠅޠߣߘࠇߙࠇ⸃㉼ߢ߈ࠆޕ
b) ㇱደࠨࠗ࠭೎ߦ߅ߌࠆⓨ㑆ᔟㆡᐲߪޔਥᚑಽᓧὐᐔဋ୯ࠃࠅޔ1800㨙㨙ߦ߅޿ߡߪ 0.68ޔ1350㨙㨙ߦ
߅޿ߡߪ-1.05ޔ900 㨙㨙ߦ߅޿ߡߪ-5.90 ߢ޽ࠅޔਥᚑಽᓧὐᢔᏓ࿑ߦ߅޿ߡ߽࠳ࡦࡏ࡯࡞㜞ߐ 1800
㨙㨙߇ᦨ߽㜞޿⹏ଔߢ޽ߞߚޕ߹ߚޔⓨ㑆ߩᐢ߇ࠅߦߟ޿ߡߪޔᦨ߽ᐢߊ⸳ቯߒߚ C ㇱደߢደᩮߩഀ
ว߇ 1/3ߩⓨ㑆߇ᦨ߽ᐢ޿ߣ⹏ଔߐࠇߚޕ
c) ደᩮߩഀวࠍᄌൻߐߖࠆ႐วޔ૕൓೎ߦ⷗ࠆߣޔⓨ㑆ᔟㆡᐲߦ㑐ߒߡ߽ޔⓨ㑆ߩᐢ߇ࠅߦ㑐ߒߡ߽૕
൓ߦࠃࠆᄢ߈ߥᏅ⇣ߪ⹺߼ࠄࠇߥ߆ߞߚޕࠃߞߡޔ૕൓ߪⓨ㑆ⅣႺߩㆡᕈߦኻߔࠆ㑐ଥᕈ߇ૐ޿ޕ
F ደᩮᒻ⁁ࠍᄌൻߐߖࠆ႐วޔ૕൓೎ߦ⷗ࠆߣޔⓨ㑆ᔟㆡᐲߦߟ޿ߡߪ૕൓ߦࠃࠆⓨ㑆ⅣႺߩㆡᕈߦኻ
ߔࠆ㑐ଥᕈ߇ૐߊޔⓨ㑆ߩᐢ߇ࠅߦߟ޿ߡߪޟ┙ߟޠ႐วߣޟኢࠆޠޟᐳࠆޠ႐วߦ߿߿ⓨ㑆ⅣႺߩ
ㆡᕈߦኻߔࠆ㑐ଥᕈ߇޽ࠆޕ

੹ᓟߩ⺖㗴ߣߒߡޔ઒⸳ⓨ㑆߇⸃ᶖߐࠇߚ႐วߩ࠳ࡦࡏ࡯࡞ߩ࡝ࠨࠗࠢ࡞ᕈ߿ޔ࠳ࡦࡏ࡯࡞ߩ⠴ਭᕈ߿஻
⫾ᕈߦߟ޿ߡߩᬌ⸽࡮⎇ⓥ߽ᔅⷐߦߥࠆߣ⠨߃ࠆޕ߹ߚޔߎߩࠃ߁ߥㆱ㔍ᚲߦ߅ߌࠆ઒⸳ⓨ㑆ߪ૕⢒㙚╬ޘ
ߩደౝ૶↪ߩߺߥࠄߕޔࠣ࡜࠙ࡦ࠼╬ޘߩደᄖߢߩ૶↪ࠍᬌ⸛ߔࠆߎߣߢޔᄙߊߩⵍἴ⠪ߦࡊ࡜ࠗࡃࠪ࡯ⓨ
㑆ࠍឭଏߔࠆߎߣ߇น⢻ߣߥࠆߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ੹ᓟߩዷ㐿ߣߒߡޔᄖㇱߢ૶↪ߔࠆߎߣࠍᗐቯߒߚደᄖ૶↪
ߦ⠴߃߁ࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ࠆ࠳ࡦࡏ࡯࡞઒⸳ⓨ㑆ߩᬌ⸛߇ᔅⷐߢ޽ࠆޕ

⻢ㄉ㧦࠳ࡦࡏ࡯࡞ࠍ↪޿ߚ઒⸳ⓨ㑆ߩታ㛎ߦኻߒߡޔ┙๮㙚ᄢቇᑪ▽⸘↹⎇ⓥቶߩᄙߊߩ⻉᳁ߩදജࠍᓧߚޕ
ߎߎߦฦ૏ߦ⻢ᗧࠍ⴫ߔޕ

ෳ⠨ᢥ₂
1) ౎ᧁᐽᄦ࡮ᨰේ჻㇢࡮ศ᧛⧷␭࡮ᮮ↰㓉ม࡮㒋↰ᒄ৻㧦㒋␹࡮᷆〝ᄢ㔡ἴߦ߅ߌࠆ␹ᚭᏒ඙ᓎᚲߩㆱ㔍࡮ᢇេ᜚ὐ
ߣߒߡߩⓨ㑆ߩォ↪ታᘒ̆ἴኂᤨߦ߅ߌࠆ౏౒ᑪ▽ߩᓎഀߦ㑐ߔࠆ⎇ⓥ̆㧘ᣣᧄᑪ▽ቇળ⸘↹♽⺰ᢥ㓸㧘NO㧚509㧘
pp121-128,1998㧚
2) ┻ᷗᢅᄦ࡮ዊ⷏ᱜᢅ࡮᪊↰૫ኡ࡮ਛ᧛ᚑᤐ࡮૒⮮ᐘᕺ࡮㊄ሶ๺ੱ㧦ࡧࠜ࡯࡞࠻ဳᲑࡏ࡯࡞઒⸳૑ቛߩᣉᎿᕈ࡮ዬ૑
ᕈߦ㑐ߔࠆ⎇ⓥ,ᣣᧄᑪ▽ቇળᄢળቇⴚ⻠Ṷ᪪᭎㓸 A,pp.1050-1052,2004.
3) ᧻᧛ᄐሶ࡮ർᶆ߆߶ࠆ࡮ะ੗ࠁ߆ࠅ㧦ࡊ࡜ࠗࡃࠪ࡯ߦ㑐ߔࠆ⎇ⓥߘߩ㧝ࡊ࡜ࠗࡃࠪ࡯ߩ᭎ᔨ㧘ᣣᧄᑪ▽ቇળᄢળቇ
ⴚ⻠Ṷ᪪᭎㓸 E-2,pp.271-272,1999㧚
4) ⚃⼱᣹ᐔ࡮ਃ᧛ᶈผ࡮ቶፒ↢ሶ㧦㒋␹㨯᷆〝ᄢ㔡ἴߦ߅ߌࠆ࿾ၞᣉ⸳ߩㆱ㔍ᚲ⊛೑↪ߦ㑐ߔࠆ⎇ⓥ ␹ᚭᏒ㨯⧃ደᏒߩ
੐଀⺞ᩏ߆ࠄ㧘ᣣᧄᑪ▽ቇળᄢળቇⴚ⻠Ṷ᪪᭎㓸 F-1,pp.45-46,1996㧚
5) ේ↰ື਽࡮ቶፒ⋉ノ࡮ᄢ⷏৻ཅ㧦㒋␹㨯᷆〝ᄢ㔡ἴߦ߅ߌࠆㆱ㔍↢ᵴߦ㑐ߔࠆ⎇ⓥߘߩ 1␹ᚭᏒߩㆱ㔍ᚲ↢ᵴ⠪߳ߩ
ࠕࡦࠤ࡯࠻⺞ᩏࠍㅢߓߡ,ᣣᧄᑪ▽ቇળㄭ⇰ᡰㇱ⎇ⓥႎ๔╙ 35㧘pp817-818,1995.
6) ᎑᧛᦭⪇࡮౎ᧁᐽᄦ㧦ἴኂᤨ╬ߩㆱ㔍ᚲ↢ᵴⓨ㑆ߦ㑐ߔࠆ⎇ⓥ–ⷞ✢ߦࠃࠆࡊ࡜ࠗࡃࠪ࡯ࠍ⠨ᘦߒߚⓨ㑆᭴ᚑߦߟ޿
ߡ㧘╙ 㪌࿁ᣣᧄ࿾㔡Ꮏቇળᄢળ⺰ᢥ㓸㧘pp.400-401,2007.
7) ᨰේ჻㇢࡮਄㊁ᷕ࡮᫪↰ቁᄦ✬⪺㧦㒋␹࡮᷆〝ᄢ㔡ἴߦ߅ߌࠆㆱ㔍ᚲߩ⎇ⓥ㧘ᄢ㒋ᄢቇ಴ ળ㧘1998㧚
8) ᣣᧄᑪ▽ቇળ✬㧦ᑪ▽࡮ㇺᏒ⸘↹ߩߚ߼ߩ⺞ᩏಽᨆᣇᴺ㧘੗਄ᦠ㒮㧚
9) ᓆ࿖␠✬㧘ᑪ▽ᄢㄉౖ㧘╙㧞 㧘ᓆ࿖␠㧚
10) ጟ↰శᱜ✬㧦ⓨ㑆࠺ࠩࠗࡦߩේὐ̆ᑪ▽ੱ㑆Ꮏቇ㧘ℂᎿቇ␠㧚
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